Parallel evolution and local differentiation in quinolone resistance in Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
The emergence and spread of antibiotic resistance in pathogens is a major impediment to the control of microbial disease. Here, we review mechanisms of quinolone resistance in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, an important nosocomial pathogen and a major cause of morbidity in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients. In this quantitative literature review, we find that mutations in DNA gyrase A, the primary target of quinolones in Gram-negative bacteria, are the most common resistance mutations identified in clinical samples of all origins, in keeping with previous observations. However, the identities of non-gyrase resistance mutations vary systematically between samples isolated from CF patients and those isolated from acute infections. CF-derived strains tend to harbour mutations in the efflux pump regulator nfxB, while non-CF strains tend to bear mutations in the efflux regulator mexR or in parC, which encodes one of two subunits of DNA topoisomerase IV. We suggest that differences in resistance mechanisms between CF and non-CF strains result either from local adaptation to different sites of infection or from differences in mutational processes between different environments. We further discuss the therapeutic implications of local differentiation in resistance mechanisms to a common antibiotic.